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(57) A method, product and computer program prod-
uct for effecting an Evolutionary Process on malware,
the method including the steps of: (a) receiving a malware
specimen; (b) generating variants of the malware spec-
imen; (c) evaluating the variants and awarding each the
variant a Fitness Score; (d) selecting the variants having
at least a predefined the Fitness Score; and (e) using the
selected variants as the malware specimens in step (a)
from which to generate a new generation of the variants.
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Description

FIELD AND BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to Cyber security
and, more particularly, to a method and a product for
providing a predictive security product and a method and
product for evaluating existing security systems.
[0002] A cat-and-mouse race is being held between
Internet security vendors and hackers: While security
vendors issue static and dynamic signatures and detec-
tion patterns to recognize malware, all hackers need to
do is perform minor changes in the already identified and
documented malware and thereby systematically evade
these detection methods. This is a vast and common
phenomenon: more than 99% of new malware is actually
re-used malware, at least in part, with minor changes.
[0003] Various attempts have been made to provide
malware detection suites and security packages that pro-
tect individual users and corporate networks from various
types of malware and unwanted intrusions. All of the
known malware detectors use reactive approaches and
relevant technology that safeguards against known com-
puter viruses, known attack methods, known malware
behavior, known malware patterns, known vulnerabili-
ties, known exploits and the like. No vendors, products
or packages provide technology for predicting and safe-
guarding against future malwares, in a predictive and
proactive manner. Furthermore, great difficulty exists in
deciding which security product is better than which, in
an objective and empirical manner.
[0004] It would be highly advantageous to have a meth-
od, computer program product and system for predicting
future malware and protecting against such potential ma-
licious programs. It would furthermore be highly advan-
tageous to have a means to evaluate and benchmark
security products’ ability to compete in this race.

DEFINITIONS

[0005] The term ’malware’ refers to malicious software
which comes in the form of code, executables, scripts,
active content, and other software forms as well as po-
tential streams of input/output, such as a stream of net-
work packets that causes an attack. Malware includes,
but is not limited to viruses, exploits, Trojan horses,
worms, rootkits, spyware and the like.
[0006] The term "malware specimens" refers to pieces
of malware that are used for the evolutionary process,
as detailed below, typically caught in the wild or docu-
mented, by either the proposed system or a 3rd party
system, method or process. Some specimens are found
on infected / contaminated computers or stored in special
repositories. In the evolutionary process, malware spec-
imens are used in subsequent stages of the proposed
process (see below for clear explanation).
[0007] The term ’variant’ is also borrowed from the bi-
ological lexicon related to evolution and refers herein to

versions or "mutations" of malware specimens that have
been altered randomly, semi-randomly, pseudo-random-
ly or mutated in an intentional manner. A variant may be
generated by performing ’mutations’ on the malware
code or merging parts of two or more sets of code, or
any other form of genetic programming mutation known
to people skilled in the art.
[0008] The term ’Mutations’, as used herein, is also
borrowed from the biological lexicon and refers to chang-
es made to the code of the malware specimens. For ex-
ample, mutations may include adding or removing lines
of code, rearranging lines of code, replicating lines of
code, changing parameters, replacing calls to 3rd party
code, changing ports, changing libraries used and so on.
[0009] The term ’malicious variant’ is used herein to
refer to an altered version of the malware specimen that
is still malicious. Variants which have lost their malicious
characteristics are referred to herein as ’non-malicious
variants’.
[0010] The term ’evasive variant’ is used herein to refer
to an altered version of the malware specimen that is still
has a level of evasiveness which is comparable to the
level of evasiveness of the specimen (i.e. is detected by
the same number of malware detection systems as the
original malware specimen, or less). Variants which have
lost their evasive characteristics (i.e. are less evasive
than the original specimen) are referred to herein as a
’non-evasive variant’.
[0011] Generally, unless specified otherwise, the term
’malicious characteristics’ refer either to malicious code
(i.e. set of instructions for execution), malicious behavior
(i.e. actions/instructions which when performed sepa-
rately are not necessarily malicious but when performed
together in a particular fashion indicate malicious intent)
or a combination of the two.
[0012] Detectors are computer program products cre-
ated to detect, and in some cases neutralize, malware
on a target system or network. Detectors may also take
the form of definitions used by 3rd party products that use
one or more detection methods, known to people skilled
in the art, to detect suspicious malware.
[0013] The terms ’footprints’, ’trace’ or ’attack trace’
and the like relate to all the types of footprints/evidence
that files or other malicious code (such as a series of
network packets, for example) leave behind including:
network traffic, binary code, operating system and API
calls, CPU activity, memory footprints, content and com-
binations of any of the aforementioned. Different qualifier
can also be attached to the term/s footprints / trace.
[0014] The term ’genetic operators’ refers to operators
that mutate and merge/cross-over the malware variants.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0015] The invention provides products, methods and
systems for predicting future malware based on evolu-
tionary principles and protecting against such malicious
elements and other similar elements.
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[0016] According to the present invention there is pro-
vided a system including (a) a malware evolution engine
adapted to generate malware variants of malware spec-
imens; and (b) an evaluator configured to evaluate the
malware variants based on at least one of: a malicious-
ness level and an evasiveness level. And in some em-
bodiments (c) a malware fetcher, adapted to collect mal-
ware specimens for the evolution engine from at least
one source selected from the group consisting of: repos-
itories, production systems, and 3rd party products;
and/or (c) a detector builder, configured to generate a
detector mechanism based on the malware variants gen-
erated by the evolution engine and evaluated by the eval-
uator.
[0017] According to further features of the invention
described below, or in a method the evolution engine is
configured to generate the malware variants by perform-
ing at least one action, selected from the group including:
applying mutations to executable code of the malware
specimens, applying mutations to malware emitted net-
work traffic, cross-merging the malware variants. Accord-
ing to still further features, or in a method, the mutations
applied to the executable code are selected from the
group including: (i) random mutations, (ii) replacing a giv-
en command sequence with another, functionally equiv-
alent, sequence of commands, (iii) replacing a selected
library call with a different, functionally equivalent, library
call, (iv) replacing a selected library used with a different,
functionally equivalent, library, (v) increasing probability
of the mutations in areas identified as having a malicious
function; (vi) increasing probability of the mutations in
areas identified as unlikely to prevent proper execution
of the executable code; (vii) increasing the mutations
probabilities in areas signed by security products; (viii)
increasing probability of the mutations in areas where
previous the mutations resulted in an increased the fit-
ness score; (ix) rewriting headers of the executable code
for section where binary code has been added, resulting
in expansion of the section; (x) combining the executable
code with other the executable code and rewriting rele-
vant headers to allow for proper execution of the com-
bined code; (xi) modifying relevant sections of the exe-
cutable code in order to change dynamic function calls
to static invocation of relevant operating system calls.
[0018] According to still further features or a parallel
method, the an attack machine is configured to send the
malware emitted network traffic to the evolution engine,
the evolution engine configured to apply the mutations
to the malware emitted network traffic and send the mu-
tated malware emitted network traffic to a victim machine,
wherein results of the mutated malware emitted network
traffic on the victim machine is evaluated by the evaluator
to determine the maliciousness level.
[0019] According to still further features the mutations
applied to the malware emitted network traffic include
correcting CRC/Checksum fields of a network packet in
various protocols in order to render the fields valid after
various mutations in payloads or headers of the packet.

[0020] According to still further features the malware
emitted traffic or executable code is obfuscated by wrap-
ping a network communication containing the malware
emitted traffic, in a secure channel or using packing, en-
crypting and encoding.
[0021] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention said evaluator awards Fitness Scores to said var-
iants and the system selects at least a portion of said
variants as new said malware specimens, based on said
Fitness Scores.
[0022] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention said evaluator awards Fitness Scores to said var-
iants and the system selects at least a portion of said
variants for said Detector Builder, based on said Fitness
Scores.
[0023] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention said evaluator ranks variants based on at least
one of: (a) a maliciousness level determination, and (b)
an evasiveness level determination.
[0024] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention said maliciousness level determination is made
at least in part based on whether said variants exhibit at
least part of malicious characteristics exhibited by said
malware specimen.
[0025] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention said evasiveness level determination is made at
least in part based on whether said variants exhibit at
least part of evasive characteristics exhibited by said mal-
ware specimen.
[0026] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention said evasiveness level is determined at least in
part by submitting the malware specimen or variants to
each of a plurality of malware detection systems.
[0027] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention said detector builder is adapted to process at
least one of the following elements to create a detector:
(a) executable binary of the malware variants, (b) network
traffic emitted or received by the malware variants, (c)
system calls of the malware variants, (d) API calls of the
malware variants, and (e) memory footprint and content
of the malware variants.
[0028] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention said detector builder produces at least one de-
tector adapted to detect at least one of: (a) network be-
havior signatures, (b) network behavior patterns, (c) ex-
ecutable signatures, (d) executable patterns, (e) system
calls signatures, (f) system calls patterns, (g) CPU ac-
tions signatures, (h) CPU actions patterns, (i) API calls
signatures, and (j) API calls patterns.
[0029] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention said detectors are adapted to be deployed as
standalone detection modules on a platform selected
from the group including: an end-point, a gateway, a net-
work element, a network appliance, and an integrated
3rd party detecting platform.
[0030] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention said evasiveness level is further determined by
running said malware specimen or variants against de-
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tectors built by the detector builder.
[0031] According to another embodiment there is pro-
vided a method for effecting an Evolutionary Process on
malware, the method including the steps of: (a) receiving
a malware specimen; (b) generating variants of the mal-
ware specimen; (c) evaluating the variants and awarding
each the variant a Fitness Score; (d) selecting the vari-
ants having at least a predefined the Fitness Score; and
(e) using the selected variants as the malware specimens
in step (a) from which to generate a new generation of
the variants.
[0032] In some embodiments, the method further in-
cludes the steps of (f) gathering trace data of the variants;
and (g) categorizing the trace data into malicious char-
acteristics and non-malicious characteristics. As well as
(h) building Detectors capable of detecting, and distin-
guishing between, the malicious characteristics and the
non-malicious characteristics.
[0033] In further features, the method further includes
steps of: (i) selecting, from the Detectors, at least one
the detector having a rating above a predetermined level,
the rating based on: (i) a number of the malicious char-
acteristics correctly detected; (ii) a number of non-mali-
cious characteristics incorrectly detected; and (iii) short-
ness of the malicious characteristics correctly detected,
wherein a higher rating is awarded for detecting a shorter
the malicious characteristic.
[0034] According to still further features the method
further includes the steps of: executing the variant on
both the virtual machine (VM) and the physical machine;
and comparing results of executing the variant on the VM
and executing the variant on the physical to machine in
order to detect a discrepancy between the results, where-
in when the discrepancy is found, evaluate the variant
only on the results of executing the variant on the physical
machine.
[0035] According to still further features the method
further includes the steps of: sending predetermined sys-
tem signals while executing the variant, in order to neu-
tralize integrated triggers.
[0036] According to still further features the method
further includes the steps of: monitoring code coverage
while executing the variant, in order to identify code re-
gions not executed, the not executed code regions being
indicative of triggers integrated in the variant.
[0037] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention said step of generating said malware variants
includes performing at least one action selected from the
group consisting of: applying mutations to executable
code of said malware specimens, applying mutations to
malware emitted network traffic, and cross-merging said
malware variants.
[0038] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention said applying of said mutations to said executable
code includes at least one of: (i) random mutations; (ii)
replacing a given command sequence with another, func-
tionally equivalent, sequence of commands; (iii) replac-
ing a selected library call with a different, functionally

equivalent, library call; (iv) replacing a selected library
used with a different, functionally equivalent, library, (v)
increasing respective probabilities of said mutations in
areas identified as having a malicious function; (vi) in-
creasing respective probabilities of said mutations in ar-
eas identified as unlikely to prevent proper execution of
said executable code; (vii) increasing probability of said
mutations in areas signed by security products; (viii) in-
creasing probability of said mutations in areas where pre-
vious said mutations resulted in an increased said fitness
score; (ix) rewriting headers of said executable code for
a section where binary code has been added, resulting
in expansion of said section; (x) combining said execut-
able code with other said executable code to produce
combined code and rewriting relevant headers to allow
for proper execution of said combined code; and (xi) mod-
ifying certain sections of said executable code in order
to change dynamic function calls to static invocation of
relevant operating system calls.
[0039] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention said applying mutations to malware emitted net-
work traffic includes the steps of: (i) sending said malware
emitted network traffic from an attack machine to a router;
(ii) mutating elements of said malware emitted network
traffic; and (iii) sending said mutated malware emitted
network traffic to a victim machine.
[0040] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention the method further comprises evaluating said
mutated malware emitted network traffic, the evaluating
including: (iv) registering a result of said mutated mal-
ware emitted network traffic on said victim machine; and
(v) evaluating said result in order to determine said Fit-
ness Score.
[0041] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention said step of evaluating said variants includes at
least evaluating Evasiveness and Maliciousness of each
of said variants.
[0042] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention said Evasiveness is measured by scanning each
said variant with a selected group of security products
and awarding an Evasiveness Score, based on said se-
curity products’ inability to detect said variant.
[0043] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention said Maliciousness is measured by determining,
for each said variant, whether said variant causes mali-
cious activity and awarding a Maliciousness Score,
based on said determination.
[0044] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention each said variant is executed on at least one of:
a virtual machine and a physical machine.
[0045] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention said Fitness Score is calculated based on, at
least, said Evasiveness Score and said Maliciousness
Score.
[0046] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention said Fitness Score is further calculated based on
a degree of divergence of said variant from said malware
specimen.
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[0047] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention the method further comprises the steps of: (f)
gathering trace data of said variants and benign files or
network flow; and (g) categorizing said trace data into at
least one of the following categories: traces of malicious
variants, traces of benign files, and traces of degenerated
malware variants that lost their malicious activity during
said evolutionary process.
[0048] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention the method further comprises the step of: (h)
building Detectors capable of detecting, and distinguish-
ing between, said malicious characteristics and said non-
malicious characteristics.
[0049] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention the method further comprises the step of: (i) se-
lecting, from among said Detectors, at least one said de-
tector having a rating above a predetermined level, said
rating based on: (i) a number of said malicious charac-
teristics correctly detected; (ii) a number of non-malicious
characteristics incorrectly detected; and (iii) shortness of
said detector, wherein a higher rating is awarded for
shorter or lighter detectors determined in terms of at least
one of: length, memory and computational workload.
[0050] According to advantageous features, the inven-
tion concerns a method comprising the steps of: (a) re-
ceiving a malware specimen; (b) generating variants of
said malware specimen; (c) scanning each said variant
with a selected group of security products and awarding
an Evasiveness Score, based on said security products’
inability to detect said variant.
[0051] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention the method further comprises the step of: (d)
awarding a rating to each of said security products based
on a level of success in detecting said variants.
[0052] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention said rating is based on said level of success rel-
ative to other said security products.
[0053] According to another embodiment there is pro-
vided a method for training a Malware Detector for a Net-
work Stream, the method including the steps of: (a) cap-
turing a Byte stream of a session and representing the
byte stream as a linear vector of integers. (b) reshaping
the linear vector into a square matrix, thereby receiving
a gray-scale image; (c) normalizing the gray-scale imag-
es in order to unite resolution; (d) extracting features from
the normalized image using at least one image process-
ing technique; (e) repeating steps (a) to (d) and storing
malware variants in a first database and benign traffic in
a second database; (f) training the Malware Detector to
distinguish between the malware variants and the benign
traffic.
[0054] According to further features, the image
processing technique is selected from the group consist-
ing of: Gabor wavelet coefficients, Statistics of coeffi-
cients, Principal Component Analysis, Linear Discrimi-
nant Analysis, and Independent Component Analysis.
According to further features, the training step is imple-
mented with a Support Vector Machine.

[0055] According to another embodiment there is pro-
vided a method for generating malware variants from a
malware specimen, the method including the steps of:
generating the malware variants includes performing at
least one action, selected from the group including: ap-
plying mutations to executable code of the malware spec-
imens, applying mutations to malware emitted network
traffic, cross-merging the malware variants.
[0056] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention said applying of said mutations to said executable
code is effected by at least one of: (i) random mutations,
(ii) replacing a given command sequence with another,
functionally equivalent, sequence of commands, (iii) re-
placing a selected library call with a different, functionally
equivalent, library call, (iv) replacing a selected library
used with a different, functionally equivalent, library, (v)
increasing respective probabilities of said mutations in
areas identified as having a malicious function; (vi) in-
creasing respective probabilities of said mutations in ar-
eas identified as unlikely to prevent proper execution of
said executable code; (vii) increasing probability of said
mutations in areas signed by security products; (viii) in-
creasing probability of said mutations in areas where pre-
vious said mutations resulted in an increased said fitness
score; (ix) rewriting headers of said executable code for
a section where binary code has been added, resulting
in expansion of said section; (x) combining said execut-
able code with other said executable code to produce
combined code and rewriting relevant headers to allow
for proper execution of said combined code; and (xi) mod-
ifying certain sections of said executable code in order
to change dynamic function calls to static invocation of
relevant operating system calls.
[0057] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention applying mutations to malware emitted network
traffic includes the steps of: (i) sending said malware
emitted network traffic from an attack machine to a router;
(ii) mutating elements of said malware emitted network
traffic; and (iii) sending said mutated malware emitted
network traffic to a victim machine.
[0058] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention the method further comprises the steps of: exe-
cuting said variant on both said virtual machine (VM) and
said physical machine; and comparing results of execut-
ing said variant on said VM and executing said variant
on said physical to machine in order to detect a discrep-
ancy between said results.
[0059] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention if said discrepancy is found, said variant is eval-
uated only on said results of executing said variant on
said physical machine.
[0060] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention the method further comprises the step of: sending
at least one signal selected from: predetermined system
signals, communication data, arguments, while execut-
ing said variant, in order to neutralize integrated triggers,
wherein said at least one signal has been captured by
agents on endpoint devices or network appliances.
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[0061] According to advantageous features of the in-
vention the method further comprises the step of: moni-
toring code coverage while executing said variant, in or-
der to identify code regions not executed, said not exe-
cuted code regions being indicative of triggers integrated
in said variant.
[0062] According to another embodiment there is pro-
vided a method including the steps of: (a) receiving a
malware specimen; (b) generating variants of the mal-
ware specimen; (c) scanning each the variant with a se-
lected group of security products and awarding an Eva-
siveness Score, based on the security products unable
to detect the variant. According to further features the
method includes the step of: (d) awarding a rating to each
of the security products based on a level of success in
detecting the variants. And in some embodiments, the
rating is based on the level of success relative to other
the security products.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0063] Various embodiments are herein described, by
way of example only, with reference to the accompanying
drawings, wherein:

FIG. 1 is a pair of exemplary results from Anti Virus
engines scanning malware;
FIG. 2A-C are stages in an exemplary detector gen-
eration process;
FIG. 3 is a flow chart of the Evolutionary Process of
the invention;
FIG. 4 is a flow chart of a process for building a De-
tector;
FIG. 5 is a flow chart of the process for evaluating
Evasiveness and rating or benchmarking selected
security products
FIG. 6A-6C are diagrams of exemplary client-side
implementation scenarios;
FIG. 7 is a flow chart of an image processing algo-
rithm;
FIG. 8 is a pictorial depiction of an embodiment of
network traffic evolution.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

[0064] The principles and operation of a system ac-
cording to the present invention may be better under-
stood with reference to the drawings and the accompa-
nying description. In one embodiment of the invention,
there is provided a system that includes a server-side
component and a client-side component. The server side
component includes the following elements: an optional
Malware Fetcher, A Predictive Engine and a Detector
Builder. The Predictive Engine includes an Evolution En-
gine and an Evaluator. In one embodiment of the inven-
tion, optionally, on the client [machine] side, the system
includes endpoint agents and/or network appliances.
The server-side component can be implemented on a

single server, a plurality or co-located servers or a cloud-
based configuration.

MALWARE FETCHER

[0065] The Malware Fetcher is an optional module de-
signed and configured to collect malware specimens
from various sources including, but not limited to: open
malware repositories, closed malware repositories, end
users and the like. The Malware Fetcher, in some em-
bodiments, is further configured to categorize the spec-
imens according to trace characteristics and/or prior
knowledge or meta-data. In some embodiments, the Mal-
ware Fetcher collects additional data relevant to the col-
lected malware specimen (e.g. the type of malware, the
platform the malware is designed for etc.).
[0066] The Malware Fetcher sources the specimens
of malware that are used as the basis for the evolutionary
process which creates new variants. The principle behind
the system, as mentioned elsewhere, is that the vast ma-
jority of new malware (over 95%) includes malware ele-
ments or components (as much as 80%) which have
been recycled from other existing malware. That is to say
that instead of creating a completely new piece of mal-
ware, the vast majority of hackers merely assemble piec-
es of old malware in new configurations. Even ’complete-
ly new’ malware recycles at least some code or behavior
(footprints) that are previously known. A good piece of
new malware is harder to detect than an older configu-
ration while maintaining the same level of maliciousness
or increasing that level. As new malware is constantly
surfacing, the Malware Fetcher has an ongoing job of
searching out new malware for the Predictive Engine to
run the evolutionary process on. In this manner, even
truly ’new’ malware or malware components are quickly
discovered and processed by the innovative system. By
providing a system that is capable of preemptively pro-
tecting against almost all the worthwhile variations of ex-
isting components, the ability to cheaply and easily create
new malware is severely curtailed, making the job of a
hacker both expensive and time consuming, thereby dis-
couraging the practice of malware production.

PREDICTIVE ENGINE

[0067] The Predictive Engine replicates the methods
hackers use in creating new malware by generating large
volumes of random or semi-random variants of the mal-
ware specimens. Where the hacker makes quality-driven
choices for altering the old malware to make the new and
better malware, the Predictive Engine uses a massive
quantitative approach of ’mindlessly’ creating a large
number (hundreds to millions) of variations using the Ev-
olution Engine.

EVOLUTION ENGINE

[0068] In one embodiment, the Evolution Engine re-
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ceives a malware specimen and generates variants of
the base specimen in the following manner:

a) The engine generates a large number of semi-
random mutations of the malware specimen, on ei-
ther the binary code or other aspects of the malware
(e.g., network packets emitted, source code, assem-
bly code and more), to create a generation of a large
number of variations (or variants) of the original mal-
ware specimen. The alterations are done in various
ways. The alterations may include additions to the
code and/or removal of parts of code in a random,
semi-random and/or pseudo-random manner, a re-
organization of the code, changing parameters, rep-
licating lines of code etc.
b) optionally, the evolution engine may also merge
two or more pieces or parts of malware to produce
a large number of additional variants. The result is
that many variations of the base specimens are gen-
erated.
c) ’Natural Selection’ (or survival of the fittest) - The
Predictive Engine then uses an evolutionary Selec-
tion Process to select the best variants. The charac-
teristic and trace data of the variants are recorded
and the variants are then fed back into the Evolution
Engine in order to produce a new generation of var-
iants. The fittest variants of successive generations
go through the evolutionary process of mutation,
mergence/cross-over, and selection over and over
again until a predefined goal has been reached, such
as the production of a predefined number of gener-
ations, or where successive generations no longer
show significant evolution and the like.

[0069] In order to increase the rate of survival of suc-
cessive generations of variants (e.g. the percentage of
new variants that exhibit malicious behavior) and en-
hance the potential of the evolutionary process, some of
the mutations may require sophisticated techniques that
have been developed for this purpose. Thus, in some
embodiments, the Evolutionary engine may include, but
is not limited to, one or more of the following genetic
operators (i.e. operators that mutate the malware vari-
ants):

Modifying executables (PE/ELF/MachO/LE/etc.)

1. Identifying and mapping the different sections
of an executable (text/code section, for exam-
ple), and increasing the mutations’ probabilities
in areas that are more relevant for the malicious
function or less likely to prevent the executable
from being loaded and executed correctly.
2. Increasing the mutations’ probability in code
areas that are signed by other security products
(assuming that hackers would change those ar-
eas first).
3. Increasing the mutations’ probability in code

areas that are near points that, when mutated,
resulted in significant changes in the variant’s
fitness score.
4. Expanding the relevant sections by adding
binary code and rewriting the executable head-
ers so that the rewritten executable headers will
be adequate for the new size of the expanded
section.
5. Combining sections from two or more execut-
able files in order to create a new executable
file, while re-writing the relevant headers to allow
the new file to be loaded and executed.
6. Automatically simulating methods that are
widely used by hackers, for example:

i) Modifying the executable’s import ad-
dress table (IAT) and other relevant sec-
tions in order to change dynamic function
calls to static invocation of the relevant op-
erating system calls and/or implanting the
code executed by the dynamic call into the
executable, for example.
ii) Adding obfuscation to different file sec-
tions using, for example: packing, encryp-
tion or encoding (this may be done by the
same tools and methods that are used by
hackers for this purpose).

[0070] One possible embodiment of the evolutionary
process and engine, the engine is constructed in a man-
ner that allows network traffic evolution (e.g. mutating
network packets). Figure 8, depicts one embodiment of
network traffic evolution 800. The engine consists of an
"attacker" machine that sends malicious packets 802 to
a "victim" machine 810. The packets are passed (step
804) through a router 806 that mutates the fields or pay-
load of the packets before being passed (step 808) to
the "victim" machine. Only the mutated packet is sent to
the "victim". The result of the attack on the victim (suc-
ceeded/failed), is sent (in step 812) to the evaluator 814
in order to determine whether the new attack variant is
still malicious. In one embodiment the "victim" is a sand-
box. In another embodiment it is a physical machine.
[0071] In order to increase the survival rate of the mu-
tated network attacks, the system may correct the
CRC/Checksum fields of a network packet in various pro-
tocols (Ethernet or IP for example) in order to render the
fields valid after various mutations in the payloads or
headers of the packet.
[0072] The system may also use obfuscation tech-
niques similar to those hackers use to enrich and en-
hance the malware evolution. Such techniques may in-
clude, for example, wrapping network communication in
a secure channel (encryption, for example).

EVALUATOR

[0073] In one embodiment of the invention the Natural
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Selection process is carried out by a second component,
an Evaluator, which evaluates each variation or ’muta-
tion’. The Evaluator receives malware specimen variants
from the Evolution Engine and scans the code / specimen
with known security products and even Detectors created
by the Detector Builder, based on previous populations
and/or generations of malware variants (either co-evolu-
tion detectors or post-evolution detectors). The Evaluator
returns two types of data sets: The first is a value or score
that the Evolution Engine makes use of during the course
of the Selection Process, and the second relates to char-
acteristics and data (footprints) that assist the Detector
Builder in creating improved Detectors. The Evaluator
evaluates the variants according to various parameters,
the most important of which are the maliciousness and
evasiveness parameters. The score or rating is given in
a way that encourages the evolution of variants that are
able to evade detection by security products while retain-
ing malicious characteristics. The scoring method itself
may vary dynamically during the evolution process, in
order to enhance various desired characteristics (e.g. di-
versity of the variant population and/or computational ef-
ficiency of the algorithm etc.).
[0074] In other embodiments, the Evaluator may also
rate the variant on a level of Diversity/Distance, i.e. how
diverse or distinct the current variant is from the original
malware. Additional potential parameters of evaluation
may include the level of resemblance to benign files and
more.
[0075] The Evaluator may further determine what level
of evasiveness the mutated code has achieved. Prefer-
ably, the code is run through known malware detectors
including security products (e.g. various Anti Virus en-
gines, host based-IPS, gateway product, such as Fire-
Eye™ by FireEye Inc. Milpitas, CA., Network IDS sys-
tems and the like) and, in some embodiments, even De-
tectors generated by the Detector generator. The Eva-
siveness score reflects the ability of the variant to evade
one or more detection mechanisms. For some security
entities the result is binary, whether the variant has been
detected or not. Other detectors may return a detection
rate, for example detectors that return a statistical score
regarding likelihood that a process or file is malware. Fig-
ure 1 depicts two tables of results from exemplary Anti
Virus (AV) engines that scanned two pieces of exemplary
malware, where one of the pieces of malware was an
evolutionary variant of the other. The left-hand table de-
picts the nine security products that scanned a Java Ex-
ploit before the malware underwent evolution (the Evo-
lutionary Process). Six of the nine AV engines recognized
the code as malware. The right-hand table depicts results
from the same AV engines run on a variant (one gener-
ation later) of the same Java Exploit (i.e. after running
the evolutionary process of the present invention on the
Java Exploit malware). The variant shows a high degree
of evasiveness, as only one of the AV engines recognized
the code as malicious.
[0076] In some embodiments, the Evaluator deter-

mines whether the mutated code is still malicious or not
using Dynamic Analysis. In some embodiments the Eval-
uator simply returns a ’yes/no’ value to this question. In
other embodiments, an actual degree or level of mali-
ciousness is determined. A Dynamic Analyzer performs
the Dynamic Analysis on the variants to ensure or verify
that the variant still performs malicious activities (for ex-
ample, communication with the operator of a RAT (Re-
mote Access Trojan) type of malware, or dumping a pay-
load in a recycled exploit), and in some embodiments, to
determine a level of maliciousness of the variant, based
on various predefined parameters and/or testing per-
formed on virtual machines (VM) or physical machines.
In other embodiments, a true/false or binary grade is giv-
en after running the variant in a Sandbox.
[0077] At the same time, in some embodiments, the
evaluation process provides behavioral data etc. (trace
data) regarding the activities of variants (events, system
calls etc.) which is recorded and used in generating new
detectors.
[0078] The Evaluator may use one or more methods
to deal with or counter-act methods used by hackers to
prevent their malicious files from being analyzed:

1. Compare the trace/footprint of a run of a malicious
file in a Virtual machine, versus the trace/footprint of
another run of the same file on a physical machine.
Significant differences indicate that the malware us-
es anti-VM techniques and its variants should be
evaluated solely on physical machines.
2. Hackers often integrate triggers in malware in or-
der to avoid execution of the malware out of the de-
sired context. In order to cope with these techniques,
the Evaluator may use one of the following tech-
niques:

A. While running an evaluated variant, the eval-
uator may send relevant operating system sig-
nals, communications, arguments and the like,
which have been captured by agents on end-
point devices and network appliances.
B Monitor code coverage of the binaries loaded
by the process (executable and shared libraries)
to identify code regions that are not executed
(or executed only when certain conditions are
met). A large portion of such areas indicates po-
tential triggers.

[0079] Each variant receives, at least one of, a Mali-
ciousness Score and an Evasiveness Score from the
Evaluator. A Fitness Score is calculated from various pa-
rameters/scores the variant receives from the Evaluator,
most important of which are the maliciousness and eva-
siveness scores. Variants go through the Selection proc-
ess and receive the Fitness Score. Various Selection
methods can be employed, depending on which variants
are being processes and what goals the system is trying
to achieve. Different methods may be used at different
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times (even in the same evolutionary process) and the
methods themselves may change during the process.
The likelihood of a variant surviving the Selection process
is generally related directly to the Fitness score. In some
embodiments, if the Fitness Score is above a predefined
level then the variant survives the Selection Process (as
mentioned previously, the fitness score may be achieved
by a dynamic Evaluator, resulting in a dynamic fitness
parameter). In other embodiments, the selection process
may be a tournament selection process, where the fittest
variants are selected in a ’knock-out based’ scenario. In
still other embodiments, the selection process may be a
guided process where specific characteristic are select-
ed to survive. The Selection Process may be a combi-
nation of two or more methods, or still other methods
known in the art but not mentioned specifically.
[0080] In some embodiments, variants that have dis-
played a particular characteristic which is needed for
completing or complementing the evolutionary process
may be selected for further propagation. For example, a
variant that displays an ability to evade a particular de-
tector, or is in general more evasive, while on the other
hand less malicious or even no longer malicious, may
still be selected for propagation even though it is not ma-
licious. In the next permutation/ generation, the same
variant can be merged with a malicious variant to produce
a malicious variant with the particular evasive character-
istic that was previously discovered / displayed.
[0081] Whichever selection process is used, the Se-
lected variants are sent back to the Evolution Engine as
new malware specimens, in order to undergo a further
permutation of the Evolutionary Process. In some em-
bodiments, the system keeps records of the malicious
codes, scripts, data, etc. and malicious behaviors of the
malicious variants (i.e. trace data of the variants). The
system may, in some embodiments, also keep records
of the trace data of the non-malicious or rejected variants.
These records are passed on to the Detector Builder for
further analysis and processing.
[0082] In summary, the Predictive Engine uses the bi-
ological evolutionary model as a template for creating
large populations of variants of the malware specimen
which are likely to be created by a hacker in the future.
The evolutionary model dictates that some form of natural
selection take place, in order to produce the fittest variant
or variants. To this end, the variants that have sufficiently
high Fitness Scores are selected to produce the next
generation of variants. The high-scoring variants are re-
turned to the Evolution Engine while the lower-scoring
variants are removed from the variant pool. The high-
scoring variants now serve as the base specimens from
which new variants are generated. The process can be
continued indefinitely, until a desired/predefined goal has
been reached or until no variants display maliciousness
or sufficient evasiveness and the like.
[0083] The system may further use high-scoring or oth-
er subsets of variants, to produce detectors capable of
detecting and preferably neutralizing the malicious vari-

ants. Even if a hacker does not create the exact same
variant as provided by the Predictive Engine, but merely
a similar product, the system may still be able to detect
the piece of malware created by the hacker, based on
shared characteristics/ footprints of similar variants. The
Detector Builder performs this function.

DETECTOR BUILDER

[0084] The Detector Builder is the component of the
system which receives all the code and recorded behav-
ioral / trace data relating to the variants. In some embod-
iment, the Detector Builder receives data from/regarding
both the malicious and non-malicious variants. In other
embodiments, the Detector Builder only receives data
from the newly generated variants which show the best
’potential’ (e.g. have a better level of evasiveness than
the base specimen from which they were ’evolved’ and
maintain or increase their level of maliciousness or main-
tain their level of evasiveness but have a better level of
maliciousness) and create Detectors which are capable
of detecting the new variants.
[0085] In some embodiments, the Builder gathers all
the traces or footprints (as defined in the Definitions sec-
tion) from the variants generated by the Evolutionary En-
gine. The Detectors generated by the Builder are
equipped with the recorded traces. The data is catego-
rized into traces coming from: malicious variants ("Mali-
cious Trace"); variants that have degenerated ("Degen-
erated Trace"), in the sense that the variants have lost
all malicious characteristics in the evolutionary process,
and no longer display malicious characteristics (for ex-
ample - a remote access tool that no longer communi-
cates with its operator); and benign files or normal net-
work data ("Benign Trace").
[0086] The Detector Builder may use one or more su-
pervised learning algorithms to train a classifier that is
able to differentiate benign from malicious footprints. The
Detector Builder may use the Malicious and Benign Trac-
es, and in some embodiments, may also use Degener-
ated Traces, as training data for the supervised learning.
In other embodiments, the detector builder may also use
unsupervised learning algorithms.
[0087] The detectors may be trained in co-evolution
with the malware variants (e.g. the detector builder re-
ceives malicious traces and generates detectors capable
of detecting these traces), or once the evolutionary proc-
ess has terminated (post-evolution). In the co-evolution
scenario, the detectors may be part of the evolutionary
process, specifically during the selection process. The
variants are scanned by security mechanisms which may
include at least some of the generated detectors. In the
scenario where the detectors are created post-evolution,
the trace data gathered during the evolution process is
used to train the detectors to differentiate between benign
and malicious trace data.
[0088] In one exemplary embodiment the detector
builder uses Syntax learning/Grammar induction.
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[0089] In this embodiment, the Detector Builder may
represent the malicious trace using a set of symbols ("al-
phabet"). Preferably, the Builder only represents relevant
parameters in the Grammar while ignoring less relevant
parameters.
[0090] Alternatively and/or additionally, the builder
may also use the traces as they are (and the "alphabet"
will refer to the original symbols that were used in the
trace).
[0091] Thereafter the builder uses a grammar induc-
tion algorithm to create a rule, or a grammar (such as,
for example, a regular expression) that will define a syn-
tax that will distinguish malicious from benign traces (e.g.
only malicious traces will be considered valid strings over
the alphabet that composes the traces).
[0092] In one embodiment of the invention, the Detec-
tor Builder searches for the shortest regular expression
that accepts as many malicious traces as possible, while
accepting as few benign and degenerated traces as pos-
sible. One method for achieving this is to create a Gram-
mar using an evolutionary algorithm. Exemplary, a first
generation of regular expression is randomly created,
each regular expression is rated, graded or scored (for
the Selection Process) according to the following param-
eters:

1) points awarded for detecting / recognizing a ma-
licious variant;
2) points detracted for detecting a non-malicious var-
iant or regular file; and
3) points awarded for shortness of length.

[0093] The system then selects the best regular ex-
pressions to continue the evolutionary process, be mu-
tated, scored and selected repeatedly.
[0094] Figure 2 depicts exemplary representations of
three distinct, possible stages in creating and refin-
ing/training a detector / classifier using the Detector
Builder. In the example, the detector is trained on Win-
dows API calls of variants created based on a malware
called "Poison Ivy". The detector is written as a regular
expression over an alphabet (set of symbols) that is
unique to the system. Figure 2a is an extract of the Win-
dows API calls. Each line is a different API call. Figure
2b is a representation of an extract translated into the
’alphabet’. Figure 2c is an exemplary code-extract de-
rived from the full representation (and other representa-
tions of other variants). Through the selection process
described above, the depicted extract has been derived.
Ideally, the short code-extract is the shortest regular ex-
pression that matches or is found in the most malicious
traces, and the least benign and/or degenerated traces
as possible.
[0095] Once the trace data has been optionally whittled
down into the smallest form, any similar code or behavior,
which includes the short code-extract or characteristic,
is recognized by the new detectors as malicious. There-
fore, even if a hacker does not create a new configuration

of malware which is exactly the same as one of the var-
iants generated by the Predictive Engine, the similar mal-
ware will still be detected as long as the malware either
includes the short code-extract or displays behavior rep-
resented by the Grammar. In this manner, the detectors
will be able to detect/recognize the new malware as ma-
licious.
[0096] In another embodiment, the Detector uses im-
age processing algorithms to train a classifier to distin-
guish between benign and malicious traces. Figure 7 de-
picts a flow chart of an image processing algorithm 700.
For example, the learning algorithm may execute the fol-
lowing process:

In Step 702 of the process, a Byte stream (from a
network session, a binary file or any other code) is
captured and represented as a vector of integers
(each from 0 to 255).
In Step 704 the vector is reshaped into a square (or
other shape) matrix (for example: 10,000 bytes will
become a 100x100 matrix). The square matrix pro-
vides a Gray-Scale image.
In Step 706, the image/matrix is Normalized in order
to unite resolution.
In Step 708 features are extracted from the image
using different techniques, for example: Gabor
wavelet coefficients; Statistics of coefficients -
{mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis};
Principal Component Analysis; Linear Discriminant
Analysis; Independent Component Analysis.
In Step 710, Steps 702-708 are repeated on mali-
cious and benign traces, and the products of this
process are separated into two labeled databases,
based on their origin (malicious vs. benign or degen-
erated traces).
In Step 712 of the process, the labeled databases
from Step 5 are used to train a statistical model (with
Support Vector Machine, for example) that will be
used as a detector to distinguish between malicious
and benign traces.

DEPLOYMENT EMBODIMENTS

[0097] In some embodiments, the Detectors can be
created and/or stored on the cloud. The Detectors can
be configured to inspect ’Traces’ such as network traffic,
binary code, operating system and API calls, CPU activity
and memory footprints and/or content (i.e. a combination
of any of the aforementioned). The detectors can reside
in a Network Appliance (Firewall, Gateway, machine that
receives traffic etc.) in Agents and/or on 3rd party sys-
tems. In some embodiments the Appliance may receive
endpoint extracted data from the Agents and/or 3rd party
systems. In still further embodiments, the Appliance may
send enquiries, updates, analysis and detection results
etc. to the Agents.
[0098] In one embodiment of the invention, the detec-
tors are created in the system cloud, and trained on future
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attacks forecast by the predictive engine. The detectors
are then deployed on the client system / network (e.g.
classic enterprise network, SCADA equipment, embed-
ded devices etc.).
[0099] Three exemplary scenarios for the deployment
of the detectors which depend on the inspected data are
detailed below:

1. Future Malware prevention using Network Data
Figure 6a depicts a first exemplary scenario for cli-
ent-side deployment. Network flow is mirrored from
a switch or a Firewall device, and processed in a
Network Appliance. The appliance is directly updat-
ed from the cloud, (alternatively and/or additionally,
the appliance can be updated in an offline manner
by downloading updates manually).
2. Future Malware Prevention using Endpoint Data
Figure 6b depicts a second exemplary scenario for
client-side deployment. Trace Data is extracted from
agents on endpoint devices. The agents use the de-
tectors trained on the cloud to detect and block ma-
licious behavior. The Appliance manages and up-
dates the detectors, gives organization-wide vision
of cyber threats, and sends suspected samples to
the cloud. In some embodiments, the endpoint
agents can be connected directly to the cloud.
3.Future Malware Prevention using both Network
and Endpoint Data
Figure 6c depicts a third exemplary scenario for cli-
ent-side deployment. Trace Data is extracted from
agents on endpoint devices and, exemplarily, from
mirrored network flow. Detection and prevention is
applied on both network stream (in the Appliance)
and on endpoint behavior (e.g. using Agents that re-
port to the Appliance). The Appliance manages and
updates the detectors, gives organization-wide vi-
sion of cyber threats and sends suspected samples
to the cloud.

METHOD

[0100] Figure 3 depicts a flow chart of the Evolutionary
Process 300. In Step 302 of the evolutionary process,
the Evolution Engine receives a malware specimen. In
Step 304 the Evolution Engine generates variants of the
malware specimen. Each variant is a descendant of the
original specimen where at least a part of the trace of the
malware has been mutated. The mutation can be a ran-
dom mutation, a semi-random mutation or a pseudo-ran-
dom mutation. The mutation may be a non-random mu-
tation. Examples of Mutations include: adding lines of
code to the specimen; remove parts of the code; repli-
cating lines of code; rearranging lines of code; replacing
a given command sequence with another, functionally
equivalent, sequence of commands; replacing a selected
library call with a different, functionally equivalent, library
call; replacing a selected library used with a different,
functionally equivalent, library; etc. Mutations to network

packets are discussed with reference to Fig. 8.
[0101] In optional step 306 variants are generated by
merging at least part of one code with at least part of
another code. In some embodiments, the optional step
306 is skipped, while in other embodiments, the step is
not skipped. In still further embodiments, some genera-
tions employ a merging step for some variants while other
generations and/or variants do not. Large numbers of
additional descendants can be produced in this manner.
In step 308 the variants are evaluated in terms of ’Fit-
ness’, usually as part of a Selection Process. In step 310
each variant is evaluated for Evasiveness. Evasiveness
can be measured by scanning each variant with a select-
ed group of security products and awarding an Evasive-
ness Score to each variant, based on the number and/or
quality of security products unable to detect the variant.
In some embodiments, detectors developed in tandem
with the evolutionary process (co-evolution embodiment
described above) of the variants are used as exemplary
security products in the evaluation of the evasiveness of
the variants.
[0102] In step 312 each variant is evaluated for Mali-
ciousness. In some embodiments, Maliciousness is
measured by determining, for each variant, whether the
variant causes malicious activity and awarding a Mali-
ciousness Score, based on that determination. The score
may be in a binary or true/false format, indicating whether
the variant causes malicious activity / displays malicious
behavior / includes malicious code, or not. In other pos-
sible embodiments an actual level of maliciousness (e.g.
on a scale of 1 - 10 or the like) is evaluated and the
Maliciousness Score reflects that evaluation. In some
embodiments, the variant is run on a Virtual Machine
(VM) and in other embodiments the variant is run on a
physical machine. The same process is used for code
as well other types of trace (e.g. a network attack).
[0103] In step 314, an optional step, the Evaluator tests
other / additional parameters which are indicative of the
Fitness of the variant. One potential example is a Diver-
gence parameter, where the variant is analyzed to de-
termine how divergent or distant the variant is from the
original specimen and/or previous permutation/genera-
tion, and/or other variants in the same generation. In step
316, the Trace Data is recorded for further analysis and
use. For example, the data may be used to train or create
new detectors (see FIG. 4).
[0104] In step 316 the Fitness Score is calculated,
based, at least, on the Maliciousness Score and the Eva-
siveness Score. In step 318, the decision is made wheth-
er the variant is ’Fit’ enough to survive the Selection Proc-
ess or not. A variant that survives the selection process
is returned to the Evolution Machine (go to Step 302) as
a new malware specimen in order to undergo further ev-
olution. Various methods are employed regarding which
variants to select, different methods may be used at dif-
ferent times and the methods themselves may change
during the process. The likelihood of a variant surviving
the Selection process is generally related directly to the
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Fitness score. In some embodiments, if the Fitness Score
is above a predefined level then the variant has survives
the Selection Process (as mentioned previously, the fit-
ness score may be achieved by a dynamic Evaluator,
resulting in a dynamic fitness parameter). In other em-
bodiments, the selection process is a tournament selec-
tion process, where the first N fittest variants are selected
by tournaments run between variants (where "victory" is
awarded to the fittest variants competing in each round
of the tournament), by simply taking the variants with the
higher scores (relative fitness). In still other embodiment,
the selection process may be a guided process where
specific characteristic are selected to survive. The Se-
lection Process may be a combination of two or more
methods, or other methods not mentioned. In some em-
bodiments, if the variant is not found to be fit, then the
variant is discarded in step 320.
[0105] Figure 4 depicts a flow chart 400 of an exem-
plary process for building a Detector. Step 402 of the flow
chart is equivalent to step 316 of Fig. 3. In one embodi-
ment, the trace data of the variants is recorded. In some
embodiments, the data is categorized into malicious
trace and non-malicious trace, in step 404. Additional
and/or different categories may also exist. In some em-
bodiments, evasiveness characteristics are also record-
ed and used to train new detectors.
[0106] In step 406 the Detector Builder (or some equiv-
alent component) builds / generates / creates Detectors
capable of detecting, and distinguishing between, the
malicious characteristics and non-malicious characteris-
tics. This may be done using machine learning (Neural
Networks, Genetic Algorithms, SVM and kernel ma-
chines, etc.). Examples of embodiments of step 406 are
depicted in Figures 7 and 2.
[0107] The Detectors undergo a relearning Process.
In the relearning process the Detectors may each be rat-
ed based on one or more of the following criteria:

1) points are awarded according to the number of
malicious characteristics correctly detected;
2) points are subtracted according to the number of
non-malicious characteristics incorrectly detected
as malicious (False Positives); and
3) The shorter or lighter the code the detector, the
better. A higher rating is awarded for shorter or lighter
detectors (in terms of length, memory and computa-
tional workload).

EVASIVENESS EVALUATOR / SECURITY PRODUCT 
BENCHMARKER

[0108] Figure 5 depicts a flow chart 500 of the process
of evaluating Evasiveness and rating or benchmarking
selected security products. In Step 502 the malware
specimen is collected / retrieved. Optionally, in malware
code, this may entail finding the code/behavior sequenc-
es signed by security products. For other traces, this may
entail finding the known or recognized and documented

patterns. In step 504 the specimen is run through the
Evolution Engine to create variants of the original mal-
ware by inserting random and semi-random or pseudo-
random changes in these sequences network packets
etc. In some embodiments, these changes are performed
on the machine-code itself or on an Assembly represen-
tation of the machine code or in any other computing
language (Java, C etc.) in a manner described above. In
Step 506 the variants are scanned with selected Security
Scanners (of Security packages). In some embodiments,
Detectors generated by the Detector Builder are also
used to scan the variants.
[0109] In Step 508 an Evasiveness Score is awarded
to each variant based on the number of scanners that
were unable to detect the variant (i.e. the number of se-
curity products evaded by the variant), and/or the alert
or anomaly rate signaled by one or more of those security
products. The Evasiveness score reflects the ability of
the variant to evade one or more detection mechanisms.
For some security entities the result is binary, whether
the variant has been detected or not. Other detectors
may return a detection rate, for example detectors that
return a statistical score regarding likelihood that a proc-
ess or file is malware or the result of malware.
[0110] In Step 510 each Security product (in some em-
bodiments this includes Detectors generated by the De-
tector Builder) is rated based on ability to detect malicious
variants. In some embodiments the rating is based on
the absolute success / failure rate of the scanner. In some
embodiments, the Security Products are rated relative to
the other Products (i.e. a determination of which product
is better than which), in Step 512.

COMPUTER PROGRAM PRODUCT

[0111] Implementation of the methods, systems and
program products of the present invention involves per-
forming or completing selected tasks or steps manually,
automatically, or a combination thereof. Moreover, ac-
cording to actual instrumentation and equipment of one
possible embodiment of the methods and systems of the
present invention, several selected steps could be im-
plemented by hardware or by software on any operating
system of any firmware or a combination thereof. For
example, as hardware, selected steps of the invention
could be implemented as a chip or a circuit. As software,
selected steps of the invention could be implemented as
a plurality of software instructions embodied on non-tran-
sient storage medium and executed by a processor of a
computer using any suitable operating system. In any
case, selected steps of the method and system of the
invention could be described as being performed by a
data processor, such as a computing platform for exe-
cuting a plurality of instructions.
[0112] In a one possible embodiment of the system a
computer program product, embodied on non-transient
storage medium and executed by a processor is config-
ured to perform the steps of the methods discussed
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above.
[0113] While the invention has been described with re-
spect to a limited number of embodiments, it will be ap-
preciated that many variations, modifications and other
applications of the invention may be made. It is hereby
made clear that the aforementioned criteria for ranking
the malware is merely a one possible embodiment and
variations and/or modifications to the criteria are also in-
cluded in the scope of the invention. Furthermore, a com-
pletely different ranking system may alternatively or ad-
ditionally be used to rank the malware. Therefore, the
claimed invention as recited in the claims that follow is
not limited to the embodiments described herein.

Claims

1. A system, comprising:

(a) a malware evolution engine adapted to gen-
erate malware variants of malware specimens;
said system being characterised in that it fur-
ther comprises:
(b) an evaluator (804) configured to evaluate
said malware variants based on at least one of:
a maliciousness level and an evasiveness level;

wherein said evaluator (804) awards Fitness Scores
to said variants and wherein the system selects at
least a portion of said variants as new said malware
specimens, based on said Fitness Scores.

2. System according to claim 1, characterised in that
said evaluator (804) ranks variants based on at least
one of:

(a) a maliciousness level determination, and
(b) an evasiveness level determination;

wherein said maliciousness level determination is
made at least in part based on whether said variants
exhibit at least part of malicious characteristics ex-
hibited by said malware specimen.

3. System according to claim 1 or 2, characterised in
that it includes a server-side component and a client-
side component;
wherein said server side component includes a pre-
dictive engine and a detector builder; wherein said
predictive engine includes said evolution engine and
said evaluator (804); wherein said evolution engine
in configured to receive a malware specimen and
generate variants of the base specimen, so that:

- said evaluation engine generates a number of
mutations of said malware specimen to create
a generation of a number of variants of the orig-
inal malware specimen;

- said predictive engine uses an evolutionary se-
lection process to select best variants, so that
characteristic and trace data of said variants are
recorded and said variants are fed back into said
evolution engine in order to produce a new gen-
eration of variants.

4. System according to claim 3, characterised in that
said mutations include at least one of: additions to
code and/or removal of parts of code in a random,
semi-random and/or pseudo-random manner, a re-
organization of code, changing parameters, replicat-
ing lines of code.

5. System according to claim 3 or 4, characterised in
that said predictive engine is configured so that fit-
test variants of successive generations go through
said evolutionary process of mutation, mer-
gence/cross-over, and selection over and over again
until a predefined goal has been reached.

6. System according to any one of the claims 3 to 5,
characterised in that said predictive engine is con-
figured so that said variants that have sufficiently
high Fitness Scores are selected to produce next
generation of variants;
high-scoring variants being returned to said evolu-
tion engine and lower-scoring variants being re-
moved from a variant pool;
said high-scoring variants serving as base speci-
mens from which new variants are generated.

7. System according to claim 6, characterised in that
said predictive engine is configured so that said se-
lection process is continued indefinitely, until no var-
iants display maliciousness.

8. System according to claim 6, characterised in that
said predictive engine is configured so that said se-
lection process is continued indefinitely, until no var-
iants display sufficient evasiveness.

9. Method for effecting an evolutionary process on mal-
ware, the method comprising the steps of:

(a) receiving (302) a malware specimen;
(b) generating (304) variants of said malware
specimen;

said method being characterised in that it further
comprises the steps of:

(c) evaluating (308) said variants and awarding
each said variant a respective Fitness Score;
(d) selecting said variants having at least a pre-
defined said respective Fitness Score; and
(e) using said selected variants as said malware
specimens in step (a) from which to generate a
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new generation of said variants.

10. Method according to claim 9, characterised in that
said step of evaluating said variants includes at least
evaluating Evasiveness and Maliciousness of each
of said variants;
wherein said Evasiveness is measured by scanning
each said variant with a selected group of security
products and awarding an Evasiveness Score,
based on said security products’ inability to detect
said variant;
wherein said Maliciousness is measured by deter-
mining, for each said variant, whether said variant
causes malicious activity and awarding a Malicious-
ness Score, based on said determination;
wherein said Fitness Score is calculated based on,
at least, said Evasiveness Score and said Malicious-
ness Score.

11. Method according to claim 10, characterised in
that, in said step of evaluating (308), the variants
are evaluated in terms of Fitness as part of a selec-
tion process;
the method further comprising a step (318) of deci-
sion whether the variant is Fit enough to survive said
selection process or not, wherein a variant that sur-
vives said selection process is returned to said step
of receiving (302) as a new malware specimen in
order to undergo further evolution.

12. Method according to claim 11, characterised in
that, if said Fitness Score is above a predefined lev-
el, said variant survives said selection process.

13. Method according to claim 11, characterised in that
said selection process is a tournament selection
process, where the first N fittest variants are selected
by tournaments run between variants, by taking the
variants with higher scores.

14. Method according to any one of the claims 11 to 13,
characterised in that it further comprising a step
(320) wherein said variant is discarded if said variant
is not found to be fit.

15. Method according to any one of the claims 11 to 14,
characterised in that, in said step of generating
(302) variants of said malware specimen, each var-
iant is a descendant of the original specimen where
at least a part of the trace of the malware has been
mutated;
wherein mutations include at least one of: adding
lines of code to the specimen; remove parts of the
code; replicating lines of code; rearranging lines of
code; replacing a given command sequence with an-
other, functionally equivalent, sequence of com-
mands; replacing a selected library call with a differ-
ent, functionally equivalent, library call; replacing a

selected library used with a different, functionally
equivalent, library.
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